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Sequence context-dependency of DNA Mutations
• Biochemical Evidence
• Formation of pyrimidine dimers









• Plant chloroplast DNA
• Mammalian gene-pseudogene
pairs
Purpose of the Study
• Quantify a DNA mutation
model that accounts for
sequence context-dependency
of mutations, i.e effects of
immediate neighbors on a
mutation
• Can we find a less complicated
model (with less parameters)
for the 96 classes of mutations
in the form of abc->adc, where
a,b,c,d are nucleotides and
b≠d?
• Can we separate selection and
















































Under the mutation model the probability of observing homologous nucleotides c, d, and e in the phylogeny 
! 
s = C, D,E( ): t2( ): t1
 conditional upon invariance of u and v in the extant sequences, is






























where Q is a substitution rate matrix with elements defined by 
(2)                                           
! 
qyx "
dP y | x,t( )
dt
t= 0
Our approximation, then is to neglect the second term




























With this approximation the log probability of the data given the model is multinomial,
(4)                      
! 
logP ncdeuv{ }| u,v,s( )= ncdeuv
c,d ,e
" logPcdeuv Q,s( )+ C ˜ n( )
96-Class Mutation Spectrum
NISC Target-1




































Ts-CpG: Transitions at CpG sites
Other Ts: Transitions at non-CpG sites
Tv-CpG: Transversions at CpG sites
Other Tv: Transversions at non-CpG sites
Black columns: Target-1
White columns: Target-2
Other Tv = 1.0
Protein Mutation Problem
Protein Mutation
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Mutation Rates of Single Nucleotide Point Mutation



































































































Removal of DNA mutation bias in different groups of residues that are





















After removal of mutation biasBefore removal of mutation biasNo. of Distinct
Mutations
No. of CodonsResidues
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